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Abstract

used in combination with stochastic gradient descent to overcome overfitting issues. Second-order optimization methods,
e.g., Hessian Free [14, 15, 16] and natural gradient [17, 18, 19],
are also investigated. A related approach is that averaging the
model parameters obtained from different batch intervals can
reduce the overfitting at the end of a training epoch [20]. The
second category of techniques are based on criterion smoothing. Inspired by the precursor techniques, e.g., I-smoothing
[21], used in the discriminative training of HMM acoustic models, multitask training is used to make a combination between
conventional cross-entropy and sequence level MMI criterion in
the LF-MMI training [10].
This paper presents an alternative approach to improve the
generalization of LF-MMI trained models by using Bayesian
estimation. The hidden activations in the standard TDNN models are replaced by either Bayesian or Gaussian Process [22] activations. Then automatically the parameter uncertainty is taking into account in the LF-MMI training process.
The main contribution of this paper is summarized below.
First, on top of the strong LF-MMI baseline system which
includes cross-entropy regularization, we investigate the use
of Bayesian techniques to further improve the generalization
power of LF-MMI training for TDNN acoustic models. Experiments conducted on the Switchboard conversational telephone
speech recognition tasks suggest the proposed technique consistently outperforms the baseline LF-MMI trained TDNN systems using fixed parameter hidden activation functions. Second, the use of LF-MMI trained GP activation functions, designed for allowing additional flexibility in learning the activation function form, provides further performance improvement.
In our previous work [23], we only consider the loss function
based on standard cross-entropy criterion. The use of sequence
discriminative training techniques has not been investigated.
The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 introduces the sequence discriminative training. Time
dealy neural networks (TDNNs) are presented in Section 3.
Bayesian and Gaussian Process activations are introduced in
Section 4. Sequence discriminative training of Bayesian TDNN
(B-TDNN) and Gaussian Process TDNN (GP-TDNN) are presented in Section 5. Section 6 shows the experiments and results. Finally, the conclusions are drawn in Section 7.

Discriminative training techniques define state-of-the-art performance for deep neural networks (DNNs) based speech recognition systems across a wide range of tasks. Conventional discriminative training methods produce deterministic DNN parameter estimates. They are inherently prone to overfitting,
leading to poor generalization when given limited training data.
In order to address this issue, this paper investigates the use
of Bayesian learning and Gaussian Process (GP) based hidden
activations to replace the deterministic parameter estimates of
standard lattice-free maximum mutual information (LF-MMI)
criterion trained time delay neural network (TDNN) acoustic
models. Experiments conducted on the Switchboard conversational telephone speech recognition tasks suggest the proposed technique consistently outperforms the baseline LF-MMI
trained TDNN systems using fixed parameter hidden activations.
Index Terms: LF-MMI, Bayesian learning, Gaussian Process
activation, Speech Recognition

1. Introduction
There has been a long history of using discriminative techniques
for improving Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) performance. In current deep neural network based systems, these
techniques define state-of-the-art performance. In previous generation of Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) based acoustic approaches [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6] and the current systems using deep
neural networks (DNNs) [7, 8, 9, 10], the lattice based sequence level criterion trained systems could improve upon the
systems trained with cross-entropy criterion. Recently, motivated by the strong ability of end-to-end approaches which can
learn non-deterministic hidden alignments between speech signals and transcriptions represented by Connectionist Temporal Classification (CTC) [11], a lattice free implementation of
maximum mutual information (MMI) sequence trained algorithm was proposed in [10] and demonstrated the state-of-theart speech recognition performance for a wide range of tasks
[10, 12].
Discriminative training is in general easily prone to overfit
especially when given data is very limited. This phenomenon
can be confirmed from previous studies of DNN systems [9].
The overfitting problem can be further aggravated by using
conventional stochastic gradient based optimization algorithms,
when suboptimal learning rate schedule and smaller batch size
were used in sequential update.
To address these issues, two categories of techniques have
been used. The first category of methods attempt to address
the overfitting issues by improving the underlying optimization
techniques. Different scheduling algorithms like Adam [13] are
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2. Sequence Discriminative Training
Neural networks for Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) are
typically trained to classify individual frames based on crossentropy criterion. However, speech recognition is inherently
a sequence classification task. In place of the sequence discriminative training of GMM-HMM systems, neural network
acoustic models achieve state-of-the-art performance [7, 8, 10]
when trained using the same sequence discriminative crite-
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rion in GMM-HMM systems like maximum mutual information (MMI) [1], boosted MMI (BMMI) [2], minimum phone
error(MPE) [3] or minimum Bayes risk (MBR) [4, 5, 6]. Typically, the neural network parameters are copied from a crossentropy based system and then estimated by using word lattices
generated by a weak language model. In the lattice based sequence discriminative training, generated lattices are viewed as
an approximation for all possible word sequences in the discriminative objective function. The generation of the word lattices is computationally very expensive. To improve the efficiency, a commonly fixed state of model alignments is used. Recently, motivated by the strong ability of end-to-end approaches
to learn non-deterministic hidden alignments between speech
signals and transcriptions represented by Connectionist Temporal Classification (CTC) [11], a lattice-free maximum mutual information (MMI) (LF-MMI) training of neural network
acoustic models [10] was proposed. Compared with the standard lattice based sequence discriminative training, there are
three advantages. First, no cross-entropy trained neural network
acoustic models are required. Second, no generation of the fixed
word lattices is needed. Third, the comparable performance in
recognition can be provided by the LF-MMI trained neural network acoustic models. In the following two subsections, we
introduce the MMI criterion and LF-MMI criterion.

the phone-level denominator language model. The created denominator graph use the modified initial and final probabilities
learned from the HMM in the forward-backward computation.
Numerator Graph adds time constraints to the alignments to
split up the numerator graphs appropriately. The weights of the
denominator Graph are also added into the numerator Graph.
Regularization Methods apply three different methods (Crossentropy, L2 norm, Leaky HMM) to reduce the overfitting problem [9] in the sequence level training. Cross-entropy can be
seen as a certain level of smoothing technique to overcome overfitting.
On top of the strong LF-MMI baseline system which
includes cross-entropy regularization, we attempt to apply
Bayesian estimation techniques to further improve its generalization performance.

3. Time Delay Neural Networks
Time delay neural network (TDNN) proposed in [24] has been
shown to be effective in modeling long range temporal dependencies. Experiments in [24] pointed out that TDNN is translation invariant, i.e., the features learned by the time dealy neural network are insensitive to shifts in time. The translation
invariant property is useful for representing such tokens that
vary considerably from each other due to their different phonetic environment. TDNN may be considered as a precursor to
the convolutional neural network [25] since the parameters are
tied across different time steps. During back-propagation, the
parameters are updated by the accumulative gradients from all
the time steps of the input temporal context.

2.1. MMI criterion
The MMI criterion [1] is chosen to maximize the mutual information between the distributions of acoustic observation sequence and the corresponding word sequences. With Ou as the
sequence of observation for utterance u, and Hu as the wordsequence in the transcript for utterance u, the MMI criterion is
written as follows:
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Figure 1: TDNN/B-TDNN/GP-TDNN architecture example
The hyper-parameter in the TDNN network is the number
of input contexts of each layer required to compute the hidden outputs at one time step. In this paper, we apply the subsampling TDNN [26] structure, which could effectively reduce
the computation time. The model structure is shown in Figue 1.
Figue 1 shows how to calculate the hidden outputs in each layer
and the relationship of different hidden activation outputs. The
splicing indexes used in Figue 1 are -1,0 0,1 -3,0 0,3.

2.2. LF-MMI
The LF-MMI training [10] calculates the numerator and denominator parts of the objective function directly without using lattices. It interprets the neural network output probability as a
log of a pseudo-likelihood. There is no acoustic scaling factor
and no division by the prior distribution for the output probability. Compared with the conventional lattice based sequence
discriminative training, several modifications are made under
this framework.
Topology Change allows the 3-state left-to-right HMM
that needs to be traversed by at least 3 frames to be transformed
to a different topology that can be traversed in one frame in analogy to CTC [11]. Phone Language Model is estimated from
phone-level alignments of the training data. Transition Probability is set to be a constant value (0.5) that makes each HMMstate sum to one. Denominator Graph is constructed from

4. Bayesian and Gaussian Process
Activation Function for TDNNs
In order to explore the generalization power of standard LFMMI trained TDNN systems with fixed parameters, Bayesian
activation considering the parameter uncertainty and Gaussian
Process activation which considers both parameter uncertainty
and additional activation function uncertainty are presented in
this section. The following integral simplified below should be
integrated over the total log-likelihood of the neural network.
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Table 1: The forms of parameter uncertainty considered in different B-TDNN and GP-TDNN systems, w.r.t. the number of
parameters per layer in different TDNN systems, assuming the
input vector size is a and the number of nodes is b.
Uncertainty
λ
w
√
×
×
×
√
×
√
×
√
√

System
B-TDNN
GP-TDNN0
GP-TDNN1
GP-TDNN2
GP-TDNN3

(l)

where θi corresponds the i-th node dependent parameter in the
(l)
l-th layer, hi is the i-th hidden node output in the l-th layer and
F is the error cost function, e.g., cross-entropy or MMI.
The commonly used approach to update the hyperparameters in the posterior distributions requires the calculation
of both Bayesian activation and GP activation. For the particular random variables in the Bayesian activation or the GP activation being considered, the general form of MMI loss function
previously defined in Eqn.(1) needs to be modified as an integration over all the parameter choices. Thus, the integration
in Eqn.(5) is directly non-trivial to be computed. In addition,
if the determinant parameters on the last term are replaced by
hyper-parameters of the posterior distribution in the Bayesian
activation in Eqn.(2) or GP activation in Eqn.(3), the last term
is no longer directly differentiable.
Z
F = FM M I ({Hu , Ou }; Θ)Pr (w)dw
(5)

#Param
ab+a
ab+3b
ab+3b+3
ab+3b+a
ab+3b+a+3

4.1. Bayesian Activation Function
Instead of using fixed-point estimates of weight parameters,
Bayesian activation shown in Figue 1 uses posterior distributions to model the weight parameter uncertainty [27]. The ex(l)
pected hidden node output hi (z(l−1) ) of the i-th node in the
l-th layer is marginalized over different parameter estimates.
Z 

(l)
(l)
(l)
(l)
hi (z(l−1) ) = φ wi • z(l−1) p(wi )dwi
(2)

µr , σ 2r ) denotes the weight prior
where w ∈ Θ, Pr (w) = N (µ
distribution. We assume that the variational distribution and the
prior distribution are both Gaussian distributions following the
work in [29].
In order to address these two issues, a commonly used variational lower bound approach is used to approximate the integration in Eqn.(6). The variational lower bound based approach
derived for original cross-entropy trained Bayesian and GP neural network needs to be modified as below. For the first term, the
integration is further approximated using sampling approaches
as in Eqn.(7). This allows the gradient statistics with respect
to the hyper-parameters µ and σ of posterior distribution to be
calculated as in Eqn.(9).
Z
F ≥ q(w)FM M I ({Hu , Ou }; Θ)dw

where z(l−1) is the input vector fed into the l-th hidden layer,
(l)
(l)
p(wi ) = p(wi | {Hu , Ou }) denotes the node dependent
activation parameter posterior distribution to be learned from
training data, φ (·) is the activation function and • denotes the
dot product.
4.2. Gaussian Process Activation Function
Not only the weight parameters inside activation functions can
be regarded as uncertain variables in Bayesian activation, we
can also regard the basis coefficients as additional uncertain
variables to be integrated over. Thus the GP activation shown
in Figue 1 can be modified into the double integration of both
weight and coefficient variables in Eqn.(3).


X Z Z (l,m)
(l)
(l,m)
hi (z(l−1) ) =
λi
φm w i
• z(l−1)
(3)
m
(l,m)

p(wi
(l,m)

(l,m)

)p(λi

(l,m)

)dwi

(l,m)

− KL(q(w)kPr (w))

(6)

MI
MI
= LM
− LM
= LMMI
1
2

µ, σ 2 ) is the variational approximation of
where q(w) = N (µ
the parameter posterior distribution p(w), KL(qkPr ) is the
Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence between q and Pr .
MI
The first term LM
in Eqn.(6) can be efficiently approxi1
mated by Monte Carlo (MC) sampling method.
N
1 X
MI
LM
≈
FM M I ({Hu , Ou }; Θ, µ + σ  k ) (7)
1
N

(l,m)

dλi

(l,m)

where p(λi
) = p(λi
| {Hu , Ou }) and p(wi
) =
(l,m)
p(wi
| {Hu , Ou }) denote the basis activation coefficient
and parameter posterior distributions respectively, and we assume the statistical independence between these two variables.
The general form of Gaussian Process activation in Eqn.(3) proposed in [23] subsuming the previous work in [28] can be simplified to three different special cases in Table 1 depending on
the parameter uncertainty being considered.

k=1

where  k = N (0, I) is the k-th sample. For training, we find
that sampling once is already sufficient to train the models; for
testing, we directly use the mean statistics to get the output.
The KL divergence between q and Pr of the second term
MI
LM
in Eqn.(6) can be simplified as follows.
2

X
σj2 + (µj − µr,j )2
σr,j
1
MMI
L2
=
log
+
−
(8)
2
σj
2σr,j
2
j

5. Sequence Discriminative Training of
B-TDNN and GP-TDNN

where µj and σj are the j-th component of variational posterior
distribution hyper-parameters µ , σ , µr,j and σr,j are the j-th
component of prior distribution hyper-parameters µ r and σ r .
The gradient statistics can be computed for the hyperparameters θ = {µj , σj } as below.

For any error cost function using the cross-entropy or sequence
training criterion MMI in Eqn.(1), the same back-propagation
algorithm in the gradient chain given in the following Eqn.(4)
can be used. The only term needs to be modified as the sequence
training MMI criterion is the first part of the chain. This is
independent of the choice of cost function at the output layer.
(
"
#)
X ∂F X ∂hL
X ∂hli ∂zil
j
l
∇θi F =
...
∂hL
∂zil ∂θil
∂hL−1
(4)
j
k
j
i
k
|
{z
}

N

∂LMMI
1 X ∂FM M I ({Hu , Ou }; Θ,  k ) µj −µr,j
=
−
∂µj
N
∂µj
σj2
k=1
(9)

gradient chain
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N

2
∂LMMI
1 X ∂FM M I ({Hu , Ou }; Θ,  k ) σj2 −σr,j
=
−
2
∂σj
N
∂σj
σj σr,j
k=1
(10)
k ) ∂FM M I ({Hu ,Ou };Θ,k )
u ,Ou };Θ,
where ∂FM M I ({H
,
can be
∂µj
∂σj
directly calculated using the standard back-propagation method.
An important issue when training B-TDNN and GP-TDNN
systems is the parameter prior to use. In this paper, we set the
priors for B-TDNN and GP-TDNN systems to be based on the
TDNN systems using the same activation with fixed parameters.

the CHM subset of the Hub5’ 00 set, 0.6% absolute WER reduction on the SWB2 subset of the Rt03S set and 1.3% absolute WER reduction on the SWB5 subset of the Rt02 set. Second, further improvement by 0.9% absolute WER reduction on
the CHM subset of the Hub5’ 00 set was obtained in the GPTDNN systems over the B-TDNN systems. Compared with the
TDNN baseline systems, 1.6%, 1.3% and 1.0% absolute WER
reductions were obtained on the CHM subset of the Hub5’ 00
set, SWB2 subset of the Rt03S set and SWB5 subset of the
Rt02 set respectively by GP-TDNN1 system and GP-TDNN2
system.

6. Experiments

Table 2: Performance (WER%) comparison of baseline TDNN,
B-TDNN and GP-TDNN systems on the HUB5’ 00, RT03S and
RT02 evaluation sets

This section describes our experiments carried out on the
Switchboard telephone speech recognition tasks using Kaldi
speech recognition toolkit [20]. The performance of three LFMMI based TDNN, B-TDNN, GP-TDNN systems is evaluated.

System
TDNN
B-TDNN
GP-TDNN0
GP-TDNN1
GP-TDNN2
GP-TDNN3

6.1. Experimental Setup
By using the 300-hour full set and a four-gram language model
(LM) trained on the Switchboard and Fisher transcripts, a LFMMI trained TDNN baseline system gave a WER of 10.0 on
the Hub5’ 00 swbd set 1 . A randomly selected 75-hour Switchboard dataset was used to do the the first set of experiments.
The full 300-hour Switchboard dataset was used to conduct the
other set of experiments.
In our baseline GMM-HMM system, Maximum Likelihood
Linear Transform (MLLT) estimation [30, 31] was used to train
the GMM-HMM system on top of Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) transformed Perceptual Linear Prediction (PLP) coefficients. The input 39-dimension PLP features include differential parameters up to the second order. The speaker adaptive
training (SAT) [32, 33, 34] approach was also applied to further
generate the alignments for neural network training and the numerator lattices for LF-MMI training. For neural network training, we follow the kaldi chain model setup2 , except that we used
40-dimension filterbank features as the input features. iVector
[35] and speed perturbation were not incorporated. Due to computational resources restriction, all of our models were trained
with one thread for 3 epochs on 300-hour Switchboard task and
4 epochs on 75-hour Switchboard task. For performance evaluation, we used HUB5 2000, RT03S and RT02 evaluation sets.
In order to obtain a fair comparison, the B-TDNN and GPTDNN systems shared the same model structure as the TDNN
systems except that the first hidden layer was modified to use the
Bayesian activation of Eqn.(2) or the GP activation of Eqn.(3).
To retain a comparable number of free parameters, the hyperparameter µ was shared within a same hidden node for the GPTDNN systems and σ was shared among all the hidden nodes in
the same layer for both the B-TDNN and GP-TDNN systems.

Hub5’ 00
SWB1 CHM
12.2 24.9
11.8 24.2
12.1 24.5
11.6 23.3
11.6 24.2
11.8 24.0

Rt03S
Rt02
FSH SWB2 SWB3 SWB4 SWB5
16.6 26.3
15.0
19.6
27.3
16.5 25.7 14.4
19.4 26.0
16.6 26.2 14.3 19.6
27.3
16.3 25.5
14.6
19.3
27.3
16.0 25.0 14.3 19.0 26.3
16.2 25.3
14.4
19.3
26.7

6.3. Experiments on 300-Hour Switchboard Task
The performance of different TDNN, B-TDNN and GP-TDNN
systems on the full 300-hour Switchboard training set is shown
in Table 3. Several trends can be observed. First, in common
with the trend we found in Table 2, absolute WER reductions
of 0.4%, 0.8%, 0.4%, 0.8%, 0.7%, 0.6% for the SWB1 subset of Hub5’ 00 set, FSH and SWB2 subsets of the Rt03S set,
and SWB3, SWB4 and SWB5 subsets of the Rt02 set were obtained respectively using B-TDNN systems. Second, in contrast
with the trend in Table 2, the GP-TDNN systems do not outperform the B-TDNN systems which are currently under further
investigation.
Table 3: Performance (WER%) comparison of TDNN, B-TDNN
and GP-TDNN systems on the HUB5’ 00, RT03S and RT02
evaluation sets
System
TDNN
B-TDNN
GP-TDNN0
GP-TDNN1
GP-TDNN2
GP-TDNN3

Hub5’ 00
SWB1 CHM
10.0 20.8
9.6
20.7
9.8
20.8
9.7
20.7
9.6 20.5
9.8 20.5

Rt03S
Rt02
FSH SWB2 SWB3 SWB4 SWB5
14.0 22.0
12.4
16.7
22.8
13.2 21.6 11.6 16.0 22.2
13.9 22.2
12.0
16.5
22.8
13.6 22.3
12.0
16.7
23.4
13.5 22.0 11.6 16.5
22.8
13.6 22.0
12.1
16.5
23.0

7. Conclusions
In this paper, we investigate the use of Bayesian and Gaussian
Process (GP) based hidden activation functions to improve the
generalization power of LF-MMI trained neural network acoustic models. Consistent performance improvements using the BTDNN and GP-TDNN systems were obtained over the baseline
TDNN systems with deterministic activation function and fixed
parameter estimates in the perspective of WER reduction. Future research will focus on the scalability of LF-MMI trained
B-TDNN and GP-TDNN systems.

6.2. Experiments on 75-Hour Switchboard Task
In this section, we compare the performance of TDNN, BTDNN and GP-TDNN systems on the 75-hour Switchboard
training set, shown in Table 2. There are two main trends observed in the results of Table 2. First, on top of the strong
LF-MMI baseline system which includes cross-entropy regularization, the B-TDNN systems consistently outperform the
TDNN baseline systems by 0.7% absolute WER reduction on
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